MINUTES MultiLepton/DiBoson meeting 15/09/10

Present: Andrea, Arabella, Christophe, Clementine, David, Damir, Ivica, Pascal, Philippe, Roko, Yves, Roberto, 
Supporting material: Clementine and Roberto' slide 

---> SKIM production:
It was discussed to 'centralize' the skim for the next round (38X) including also a path for the Htautau analysis, an idea can be ask a low pT lepton (e.g. 7/10 GeV) with some minimum ID (e.g. WP95% for e and GlobalMuon for mu) + a Jet with a minimum pT (e.g. 25/30 GeV). Interaction with Lorenzo/Michel has started
Based on Clemy's observation on the 1lep/2lep/3lep numbers of events of the current skim (slide 5 Clemy's talk), it was propose to apply for the next round a minimum eID on the highest lepton of the 2 leptons skim (e.g. WP95% for e and GlobalMuon for mu)

---> ROOT Tree production:
It was agreed to produced the reduce trees with the new features included (event tagger/errors on the superclusters/L1andHLT candidates info) as soon as these modification will but included. For this time duplicated events we will remove using the Christophe's tool inside ROOT, it means that from the 2 skimmed samples we will produce 2 plain ROOT trees and then a single merged ROOT tree.
It was agreed that as soon the isolation module similar to the HZZ one will be implemented new ROOT trees will be produce

---> Turn-on on conversion electron: 
It was proposed to have a look using just golden electrons.
It was suggested to have the two barrel(endcap) curves on the same figures for better showing the improvements after applying the f(eta) corrections factor
It was suggest to use the tag and probe method and done the L1 turn-on curves for probes lowering the ET threshold

---> First look at the skimmed data (slides 3-6 Clemy's talk)
It was underlined the L1 efficiencies using the Tag&Probe method are not the ratio of the red/black histos but all the combinatorics are corrected taken into account
For the number of events passing each skims, it was suggested to look at the same numbers (in particular 3,4 and more candidates events) but after applying a minimum WP95% 

Next meeting will be wednesday the 22th of September at 11h


